Kickers fall to Middlebury

By Ron Chue

The rarity kickers suffered their third loss of the season Saturday at the hands of a persistent Middlebury crew. Though the kickers led 3-2 at the half, they failed to score in the second stanza while allowing two goals to Middlebury

Tech put the first notch in the scoreboard when Bob Aucan '69 scored with a partially blocked shot that rolled past a coldly faded out goalie. The rest of the first quarter action was fairly even; however, Tech scored with a partially blocked shot in the upper right corner. Then with 7:13 left in the half, Middlebury looked like it was making its bid for control of the game, as a cross from their right wing bounced through five Tech defenders to a waiting center forward, who easily bagged it.

In the subsequent two minutes, the engineers reaffirmed their desire by completely reversing the lead. At 6:57 Stan Sheppard '70, who has long desired a mark in the scoring column, hooked a 20-footer in from the left wing. Tech repeated the bombastic one minute later when two successive shots both bounced off the top crossbar. In the flurry, however, one of the Middlebury kickers fouled, and Jerry Maskewicz '71 put the engineers ahead again, 3-2. Tech carried the one point lead to the half, and a youthful tekkers "took it to "em". characterized the kickers' jaundiced mood.

Milligan top skipper

Sailors down Harvard to win Schell Trophy

By George Wood

Tech sailors put in one of their best performances of the year this weekend to take first place in the Schell Trophy Regatta. In the two-day meet the engineers tallied a low score of 72 to beat second place Harvard by eight points. In the A division, Tech's skipper, Steve Milligan '70 gained honors as the top skipper of the meet. Crowning for Tech team had a slight advantage, being familiar with the waters. Despite the engineer's have not won the trophy since 1964, in the past few years the Coast Guard has been a dominant force in the Schell meet. However, this year they managed only a third place finish (two points behind Harvard at 83). Both Coast Guard was Dartmouth (121), University of Rhode Island (120).

This was the 28th annual running of the regatta that was named after Professor Elliott Sche. Tech will send a young team to the Schell meet. This year Coach Hatch Brown is confident that the team will be able to retain the Schell Trophy. At the same time this weekend the sailors will send a team to the Stanley Regatta, the fall England crew team championships. The two meet are scheduled at the same time so that the same teams will be unable to hold both titles. Tech will send a young team to the Stanley regatta with two of the three members being sophomores.

Milligan was Pete Rosnow '71. Dave McComb '70 placed third in B division with his crew, Chuck Wayse '70. McComb finished only three points behind the top skipper despite a disqualification that cost him 12 points. This full the engineers have plagued by numerous disqualifications, but in the Schell meet the team exceeded only one foil in the 20 races.

A beauty parlor you can take back to school.
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